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AbstrAct
Objective To estimate international and national 
temporal trends in the cardiorespiratory fitness 
(CRF) of children and adolescents and to examine 
relationships between temporal trends in CRF and 
temporal trends in broad socioeconomic and health-
related indicators across countries.
Methods Data were obtained from a systematic 
search of studies that explicitly reported 20 m shuttle 
run test (a validated measure of CRF) descriptive 
data on apparently healthy individuals aged 9–17 
years. Following the estimation of relative peak 
oxygen uptake (mL/kg/min) as a measure of CRF, 
sample-weighted temporal trends were estimated at 
the country–sex–age level using best-fitting linear 
or polynomial regression models relating the year 
of testing to mean CRF. Poststratified population-
weighted mean changes in absolute and per cent 
CRF were estimated. Pearson’s correlations were used 
to describe the association between linear temporal 
trends in CRF and linear temporal trends in broad 
socioeconomic and health-related indicators.
results Temporal trends were estimated from 
965 264 children and adolescents from 19 high-income 
and upper middle-income countries between 1981 
and 2014, using data from 137 studies. Collectively, 
there was a moderate decline in CRF of 3.3 mL/kg/
min (95% CI −3.5 to −3.1), equivalent to a decline 
of 7.3% (95% CI −7.8% to −6.7%) over the 33-year 
time period. This international decline diminished 
with each decade and stabilised near zero around 
2000. The decline was larger for boys than girls and 
was similar for children and adolescents. Trends also 
differed in magnitude and direction between countries, 
with most showing declines. There was a strong 
negative association between country-specific trends in 
income inequality (Gini index) and trends in CRF across 
18 countries; meaning, countries approaching income 
equality had more favourable trends in CRF.
conclusions There has been a substantial 
decline in CRF since 1981, which is suggestive of a 
meaningful decline in population health. However, 
the international trend in CRF has not followed the 
anticipated trajectory, diminishing and stabilising 
with negligible change since 2000. CRF data are 
needed from children in low-income and middle-
income countries to more confidently determine true 
international trends and determine whether temporal 
trends are similar to those observed in high-income 
and upper middle-income countries.

IntrOductIOn
Cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is an important 
marker of good health1 2 and is the fourth leading 
risk factor for cardiovascular disease.3 In adults, 
CRF is strongly and independently associated 
with cardiovascular and all-cause mortality and 
morbidity,4 5 stroke,6 cancer,7 diabetes and many 
other risk factors and comorbidities.8 A meta-anal-
ysis by Kodama et al9 reported that every meta-
bolic equivalent (3.5 mL/kg/min) decrease in adult 
CRF was associated with a 15% and 13% increase 
in cardiovascular and all-cause mortality, respec-
tively. While meaningful associations between CRF 
and cardiovascular disease risk have been reported 
in young people,1 10 until recently, the association 
between CRF and mortality had not been exam-
ined directly. Two studies, one that followed-up 
1.3 million 18-year-old Swedish men for 29 years11 
and another that followed up 510 16-year-old Japa-
nese girls for 64 years,12 found that low CRF in late 
adolescence was significantly linked with all-cause 
mortality in adulthood.

Examination of temporal trends in CRF should 
provide meaningful insight into trends in popula-
tion health and may help guide and evaluate health 
programmes, policies and priorities. Although gas 
analysed peak oxygen uptake (

.
VO2peak) is the crite-

rion measure of children’s CRF,13 it is not practical 
for mass testing. Properly conducted field-based 
CRF testing offers a simple, feasible, practical, reli-
able and valid alternative to gas analysis14 15 and 
has been widely used on children and adolescents. 
To date, the most comprehensive summaries of 
temporal trends in field-based CRF indicate inter-
national declines from the mid-1970s to the early 
2000s.16 17 Data on 129 882 children and adoles-
cents aged 6–19 years from 11 countries indicated 
a decline in mean CRF (operationalised as perfor-
mance on the 20 m shuttle run test (20mSRT)18—a 
progressive exercise test involving continuous 
running between two lines 20 m apart in time to 
recorded beeps) of 4.3% per decade between 
1981 and 2000.16 In a follow-up study, mean CRF 
(operationalised as distance running and 20mSRT 
performance) was reported to have declined by 
3.6% per decade in 25.4 million of individuals aged 
6–19 years from 27 countries between 1958 and 
2003.17

Unfortunately, little is known about current 
international and national trends because the data 
coverage in most studies only extends to 2003, 
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although several (but not all) studies reporting national trends 
suggest CRF has stabilised in the past decade.19–21 Furthermore, 
our recent study identified a strong cross-sectional association 
between country-specific CRF and income inequality (Gini 
index),22 providing insight into potential population health 
programmes, policies and priorities. Examining associations 
between temporal trends in CRF and temporal trends in socio-
economic and health-related indicators could provide further 
insight into the importance of these indicators and their poten-
tial population health implications.

Thus, the present study is a follow-up to several recent studies 
published using the same dataset.22–24 However, this study 
provides a unique aim, which was to systematically analyse 
international and national temporal trends in the CRF among 
children and adolescents. The secondary aim was to examine 
relationships between temporal trends in CRF and temporal 
trends in broad socioeconomic and health-related indicators 
across countries. We hypothesised that CRF declined since 
1981, with the rate of decline possibly slowing over time, and 
that temporal trends in income inequality would be inversely 
associated with country-specific temporal trends in CRF.

MethOds
data sources
A systematic review of the scientific literature was prospec-
tively registered (PROSPERO 2013:CRD42013003622) and 

completed to locate studies that reported descriptive 20mSRT 
data on individuals aged 9–17 years (see Tomkinson et al24 for 
a detailed description of the search strategy). This review was 
undertaken according to the Preferred Reporting Items for 
Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis guidelines for system-
atic reviews.25 Briefly, studies were identified up until October 
2015 using the following bibliographic databases: the Cochrane 
Central Register of Controlled Trials, Embase, MEDLINE, 
PsycINFO and SPORTDiscus. The search strategy included 
the terms: shuttle run*, OR beep test, OR multi-stage, OR 
aerobic, OR cardio*, OR endurance; with child*, adolescen*, 
pubescen* boy, girl, young and youth as search term modifiers. 
No search restriction was placed on language. The reference lists 
of all included studies and personal libraries of the authors were 
reviewed to identify relevant studies not identified through the 
search strategy. Email contact with the corresponding authors of 
studies occurred when necessary, in order to provide clarifica-
tion, to avoid ‘double counting’ previously reported data and/or 
to request additional descriptive or raw data.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria
Studies were included if descriptive 20mSRT data were reported 
on apparently healthy (free from known disease/injury) individ-
uals aged 9–17 years at the country–sex–age–year level from 
1981 onwards—the inception year of Léger’s 20mSRT 1 min 
stage protocol.18 Of the 979 studies identified as relevant, 802 

Figure 1 PRISMA flow chart outlining the flow of studies through the review. PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-
Analysis.
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studies were excluded as described in figure 1 (see also Tomkinson 
and colleagues24 for a detailed description of the inclusion/exclu-
sion criteria). Descriptive data from the remaining 177 studies 
were extracted by a single author into a spreadsheet using a 
standardised template, with data checked and corrected by two 
authors using procedures reported elsewhere.24 Only country–
sex–age groups that included data across at least two time points 
spanning a minimum of 5 years were examined. A minimum of 
five country–sex–age groups (eg, 9-year-old Australian boys) was 
required per country for inclusion. These two additional steps 
resulted in the further exclusion of 40 studies, yielding a final 
dataset of 137 studies (figure 1; online supplementary file 1).

data treatment and statistical analysis
All 20mSRT data were expressed using a common protocol and 
result metric (running speed at the last completed stage, km/
hour) using a detailed data standardisation procedure reported 
elsewhere.16 24 The accuracy of this data standardisation proce-
dure is excellent, with differences in means calculated using this 
standardisation procedure and direct calculation from individual 
final running speeds, <0.5% at the country–sex–age level.16 CRF 
was estimated by the widely used Léger18 prediction equation:.
VO2peak (mL/kg/min)=31.025 + 3.238 Speed − 3.248 

Age +0.1536 Speed • Age
where Speed is the running speed of the last completed stage 

(km/hour) and Age is age at last birthday. In a sample of Québec 
children and adolescents, this equation had an SE of estimate of 
5.9 mL/kg/min or 12.1%.18

Temporal trends in mean CRF were analysed using an update 
of the detailed procedure described elsewhere.17 26 Temporal 
trends at the country–sex–age level were analysed using best-fit-
ting sample-weighted linear or polynomial (quadratic or cubic) 
regression models relating the year of testing to CRF. Changes 
in mean CRF were expressed as absolute (mL/kg/min per year) 
and per cent (% per year) changes. To interpret the magnitude 
of change, standardised effect sizes (ES) of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 were 
used as thresholds for small, moderate and large, respectively, 
with ES <0.2 considered to be negligible and ES ≥0.2 consid-
ered to be substantial.27 Positive changes indicated increases in 
mean CRF and negative changes indicated declines.

The temporal trends were described as follows: starting with 
the first year (Y1) covered by any study–country–sex–age group, 
every group including Y1 in its span of years was located, with 
every change (dx1, mL/kg/min or % per year) recorded.17 26 This 
process was applied to all years for which change data were avail-
able (Y1… Yn), yielding a series of yearly changes. The poststratified 

population-weighted mean yearly change was calculated for year 
(Y1),

28 which was repeated for Y2, Y3, Y4… until the last year 
covered by any study, Yn. This process yielded a series of popu-
lation-weighted mean yearly changes (dx1, …, dxn) that collec-
tively described the temporal pattern of change, a process that 
was performed for all children and for different sex, age and 
country groups. Population estimates were standardised to the 
mean measurement year of 2000 using United Nations’ data.29 
The poststratification population-weighting procedure helped to 
correct the trends for systematic bias associated with oversam-
pling and undersampling and to standardise the trends to under-
lying country–sex–age–specific demographics. Temporal trends 
were estimated using best-fitting population-weighted linear or 
polynomial regression models relating the year of testing to the 
yearly changes and were graphically illustrated using an iterative 
procedure described by Tomkinson and Olds.17

Relationships between linear temporal trends in CRF and 
linear temporal trends in broad socioeconomic and health-re-
lated indicators across countries were quantified using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients, with 95%  CIs  estimated using Fish-
er’s z-transformation. National trends for three broad socioeco-
nomic/health-related indicators (percentage overweight/obese,30 
percentage physically active,31 and Gini index32; table 1) were 
analysed using linear regression models (as described above 
for CRF). To interpret the magnitude of correlation, ES of 0.1, 
0.3 and 0.5 were used as thresholds for weak, moderate and 
strong respectively, with ES <0.1 considered to be negligible and 
ES ≥0.1 considered to be substantial.27

results
Temporal trends in CRF were estimated from 965 264 chil-
dren and adolescents aged 9–17 years from 19 countries 
(1408 country–sex–age–year groups) between 1981 and 2014 
(table 2). These countries represented 17 high-income and 2 
upper middle-income countries,33 from 6 of 7 continents, and 
approximately 15% of the world’s population. National surveys 
provided 64% of all data points, state/provincial studies 24% 
and community studies 12% (online supplementary file 1). 
Trends were calculated for 262 country–sex–age groups (boys: 
125; girls: 137; children (aged 9–12 years): 107; adolescents 
(aged 13–17 years): 155), with a median sample size of 1138 
(range: 100–54 567) and a median span of 16 years (range: 
5–30).

Collectively, there was a moderate decline in mean CRF 
between 1981 and 2014 (change in means (95% CI): −3.3 mL/
kg/min (−3.5 to −3.1) or −7.3% (−7.8 to −6.7)) (figure 2). 

table 1 Potential correlates of temporal trends in CRF in children and adolescents

Variable data source description

Overweight/obesity (%) Ng et al30

Trend data available for 19 countries between 
1990 and 2013.

Calculated as the change (per decade) in mean country-specific percentage of boys and girls aged 
2–19 years (age standardised) that classified as overweight and/or obese based on the International 
Obesity Task Force definition. A positive change indicated an increase in the mean percentage of 
overweight/obese and a negative change indicated a decline.

Physical activity (%) Inchley et al31

Data originally obtained from Health 
Behaviour in School-aged Children WHO 
collaborative cross-national study. Trend data 
available for 12 European countries between 
2002 and 2014.

Calculated as the change (per decade) in mean country-specific percentage of boys and girls aged 
11, 13 and 15 years old that achieved at least 1 hour of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity per 
day. A positive change indicated an increase in the mean percentage of physically active children 
and a negative change indicated a decline.

Gini index The World Bank32

Trend data available for 18 countries between 
2000 and 2014.

Summarises the change (per decade) in the distribution of income among individuals in a country 
where 0 represents perfect equality and 100 implies perfect inequality. A positive change indicated a 
trend towards perfect inequality and a negative change a trend towards perfect equality.

CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.
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There was a large collective decline in mean CRF in boys, 
moderate declines in both children and adolescents and a small 
decline in girls (figure 2).

Internationally, the decline in mean CRF was not uniform 
over time, with the rate of decline slowing from 1981 to 2000 
and stabilising near zero thereafter (figure 2; table 3). The rate 
of decline in CRF has diminished from −2.2 mL/kg/min per 
decade (95% CI −2.4 to 2.0; ES: small) in the 1980s, −1.6 mL/
kg/min per decade (95% CI −1.7 to 1.5; ES: small) in the 1990s, 
−0.4 mL/kg/min per decade (95% CI −0.5 to 0.3; ES: negligible) 
in the 2000s to −0.2 mL/kg/min per decade (95% CI −0.4 to 
0.0; ES: negligible) in the 2010s. This trend was consistent 
across different sex and age groups (figure 2; table 3).

Most countries experienced declines in CRF (17/19 or 89%), 
ranging from large declines in Australia, Canada, France, 
Hungary, Lithuania, Poland and Seychelles to negligible declines 
in Belgium, Estonia and Greece (table 3). The increases in Brazil 
and Japan were small. While most country trends were approx-
imately uniform (linear), figure 3 indicates non-uniform (curvi-
linear) changes evidenced by a slowing or stabilising of the rate 
of decline near to the year 2000 for several countries (Australia, 
Canada, Greece, South Africa and Spain), a shift from declines to 
increases in Belgium and a shift from increases to declines in the 
UK. Between-country trends were very strongly related between 
boys and girls (r=0.96 (95% CI 0.89 to 0.99)) and between chil-
dren and adolescents (r=0.86 (95% CI 0.66 to 0.95)).

There was a strong negative association between trends in 
income inequality (Gini index) and trends in CRF, indicating 
that countries approaching income equality (ie, a reduction in 
the population spread of income) over the period 2000–2014 
had more favourable trends in CRF (ie, improvements or small 
declines) (figure 4; table 4). Other correlations were negligible 
to moderate in magnitude and some (eg, percentage overweight/
obese) were not always in the expected direction.

dIscussIOn
This analysis indicates that since 1981: (1) there has been a 
substantial international decline in CRF, which has slowed and 
stabilised with negligible change since 2000; (2) despite most 

countries experiencing a decline in CRF, both the rate and 
pattern of change differed between countries; (3) the decline in 
CRF has been larger for boys than for girls; and (4) countries 
approaching income equality demonstrated more favourable 
trends in CRF. As low CRF in late adolescence and adulthood is 
significantly associated with all-cause mortality later in life,11 12 
these temporal declines in CRF are therefore suggestive of mean-
ingful declines in population health. This highlights a cause for 
concern.

slowing international decline in crF
While the declines in CRF observed in the 1980s and 1990s 
are consistent with those reported in other reviews of 
temporal trends in CRF,16 17 this study provides evidence that 
the international decline in CRF has diminished and stabilised 
with negligible change since 2000, challenging the popular 
belief that CRF is still declining in children and adolescents. 
Temporal trends in field-based CRF are probably caused by 
trends in a network of environmental, social, behavioural, 
physical, psychosocial and physiological factors.13 17 26 Causes 
of a temporal decline in CRF are a function of changes in .
VO2peak, mechanical efficiency and fractional utilisation 
of oxygen, with psychosocial issues (eg, motivation) also 
important.34–36 Unfortunately, there are no compelling trend 
data for these factors. Physiological changes are affected by 
physical changes, such as increased fatness. There are compel-
ling reasons why increases in fatness will influence declines in 
field-based CRF (or a stabilisation in fatness will lead to a stabi-
lisation in CRF). First, based on studies using external loading, 
increased fatness will increase the oxygen cost of running, and 
therefore reduce running performance for any given absolute 
aerobic power.37 Second, cross-sectionally, running perfor-
mance declines with increasing fatness.38 39 Third, in many 
countries, changes in fatness have coincided with changes in 
CRF.26 40 There is overwhelming evidence of an international 
increase in children’s fatness over the past 50 years,41 42 which 
appears to have stabilised since the mid-to-late 1990s in some 
high-income countries.43 This increase and recent stabilisation 

table 2 Summary of the included studies by country

country sex Ages (years) sample size country–sex–age–year groups span of years

Australiaw1–w12 Boys+girls 9–16 25 961 101 1988–2010

Belgiumw13–w23 Boys+girls 9–17 23 358 117 1985–2010

Brazilw24–w26 Girls 9–17 2826 24 1998–2006

Canadaw27–w32 Boys+girls 9–17 29 009 91 1981–2011

Estoniaw21,w33–w38 Boys+girls 10–17 7906 46 1992–2002

Francew18,w39–w45 Boys+girls 9–14 5763 32 1985–2007

Greecew18,w46–w50 Boys+girls 9–17 268 382 55 1991–2014

Hungaryw18,w21,w51,w52 Boys+girls 12–17 2455 22 1990–2013

Italyw18,w53–w58 Boys+girls 12–17 5218 31 1986–2007

Japanw59–w75 Boys+girls 9–17 279 732 306 1998–2014

Lithuaniaw34,w35 Boys+girls 11–17 6479 28 1992–2002

The Netherlandsw76–w78 Boys+girls 12–16 3457 22 1987–2006

Polandw79–w82 Boys+girls 13–17 22 895 19 1992–2007

Portugalw83–w89 Boys+girls 9–17 29 857 71 1999–2011

Seychellesw90,w91 Boys+girls 11–16 7913 24 1990–2004

South Africaw92–w99 Boys+girls 11–16 2668 30 1996–2012

Spainw18,w100–w112 Boys+girls 9–17 25 950 151 1985–2010

UKw113–w126 Boys+girls 9–16 48 535 116 1986–2014

USAw127–w137 Boys+girls 9–17 166 900 122 1995–2013
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in fatness appears to have coincided with the deceleration and 
recent stabilisation in CRF trends. Fourth, direct analysis of 
the causal fitness–fatness connection indicates that increases in 
fatness explain 35%–70% of the declines in CRF.38 44

Other factors, such as a decline in physical activity or an 
increase in sedentary behaviours, are probably involved.17 
Unfortunately, temporal trends in these behaviours are not 
clear, because of the difficulty in obtaining accurate measure-
ments and temporal differences in sampling and methodology.45 
Recent reviews of temporal trends in self-report and objective 
measures of physical activity in children suggested that phys-
ical activity levels and sport participation have not changed in 
recent decades.45 46 Given that physical fitness assesses an indi-
vidual’s physiological response to their total physical activity 
profile, temporal trends in CRF could therefore suggest that 
physical activity levels have declined in the 1980s and 1990s and 
stabilised thereafter, at least predominantly in high-income and 
upper-middle-income countries.

Furthermore, it is not clear whether the observed decline in 
mean CRF has been uniform or skewed across the distribution. 
Several studies have reported that temporal trends are skewed 
in the distribution of CRF, with declines in distance running 
performance larger in children with low CRF than in children 
with average or high CRF.40 47 However, temporal trends in 
skewness are probably an artefact of expressing CRF in running 
time and are possibly attenuated when expressed in mL/kg/min, 
which is typically normally distributed and more appropriate for 
parametric statistical analysis.

temporal differences in crF between countries
Our analysis was largely representative of high-income and 
upper-middle-income countries that are well along the phys-
ical activity and epidemiological transition,48 which may 
help explain why CRF has recently stabilised. The plateau in 
CRF may be associated with an increased consciousness (eg, 
increased media attention, increased health-related research, 
social marketing campaigns and policy interventions) of the 
issues around poor CRF. There have been initiatives at the 
home, school, community and government levels,49 and some 
country-specific evidence showing concurrent improvements 
in physical activity and CRF.50 This study examined trends in 
three possible broad country-specific correlates of trends in CRF 
in children and adolescents—the distribution of income within 
a country and country-specific childhood physical activity and 
overweight/obesity levels.

The Gini index is a population measure of the distribu-
tion of income. We observed a strong negative association 
between trends in income inequality and trends in CRF in 
children and adolescents across 18 countries; meaning, coun-
tries with a widening gap between rich and poor residents had 
less favourable trends (ie, large declines) in CRF (eg, France, 
Lithuania and Seychelles). A widening gap between rich and 
poor residents suggests a trend towards larger subpopu-
lations of poor individuals. Poverty is linked to poor social 
and health outcomes—one of which is lower CRF levels—
including lower physical activity levels, increased obesity 
levels, lower life expectancy, higher infant mortality, increased 
risk of cardiovascular and other diseases, impairment of chil-
dren’s growth, mental illness, drug use and social disintegra-
tion.51 52 This finding suggests that policies aimed at reducing 
the gap between rich and poor might be a suitable popula-
tion approach to slowing the decline (or stabilising negative 
trends) in CRF, assuming the observed ecological correlation 

Figure 2 International temporal trends in mean CRF (mL/kg/min) 
between 1981 and 2014. Note: data were standardised to the year 
2000=0 mL/kg/min, with positive values indicating better CRF and 
negative values poorer CRF; the solid lines represent the international 
change in mean CRF, and the shaded areas represent the 95% CIs, with 
upwards sloping lines indicating increases over time and downwards 
sloping lines declines; mean (95% CI) absolute changes (per decade) are 
shown at the top of each panel. CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.
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is causal. Cross-sectionally, country-specific income inequality 
was a strong negative correlate of CRF across 50 countries22 
and a moderate negative correlate of overall physical activity 
behaviours across 38 countries.53 Our results also support 
previous research that identified income inequality as the 
strongest structural determinant of health in adolescents.54

Because physical activity is considered a modifier of CRF, 
it was expected that trends in population levels of physical 
activity would be positively related to trends in CRF in chil-
dren and adolescents.55 Trend analysis of validated self-re-
port survey data from the Health Behaviour in School-aged 
Children (HBSC) WHO collaborative cross-national study31 
suggested a weak positive association between trends in phys-
ical activity and trends in CRF in children and adolescents. 
In other words, countries where the percentage of sufficiently 
active children increased over the period 2002–2014 tended to 
have more favourable trends in CRF (eg, Belgium, Estonia and 
Spain). It was also expected that trends in population levels 
of overweight/obesity would be negatively associated with 
trends in CRF in children and adolescents. However, contrary 
to expectation, there was a moderate positive association 
between trends in overweight/obesity and trends in CRF prior 
to 2000, suggesting that countries where the percentage of 
overweight/obesity increased tended to have more favourable 
trends in CRF (eg, Brazil, Japan and USA). Post-2000, there 
was a negligible association between trends in overweight/
obesity and trends in CRF. These results may reflect limita-
tions of the HBSC-WHO and the Global Burden of Disease 

studies that used self-report measures and a mix of self-re-
port and direct measures, respectively, or that trends in over-
weight/obesity, physical activity and CRF were generated using 
different data sets of children and adolescents. Alternatively, 
it may reflect that trends in overweight/obesity and physical 
activity levels are, in fact, negligible to moderate correlates of 
trends in CRF.

Because our analysis is representative of only high-income 
and upper middle-income countries, it is also possible that our 
correlation estimates were affected by between-country homo-
geneity, which would theoretically act to reduce the magni-
tude of the correlations. This also limits our understanding 
of the true international trend in CRF and the generalisability 
of our results to low-income and middle-income countries, 
making it difficult to confidently provide lessons learnt to 
low-income and middle-income countries that might be in 
the midst of a physical activity transition. This highlights the 
need for low-income and middle-income countries to collect 
CRF data to track trends in population fitness levels in order 
to help inform policies to prevent declines like those seen in 
high-income countries in the 1980s and 1990s. Evidence from 
one low-income country at least indicated that CRF56 has 
declined substantially over the past two decades. Lang et al 
recently suggested establishing an international 20mSRT data 
repository to help monitor CRF.22 This type of data reposi-
tory would be excellent for tracking trends in CRF in low-in-
come and middle-income countries with minimal finances to 
support other surveillance efforts.

table 3 National and international temporal trends in mean CRF (per decade) from 965 264 children aged 9–17 years from 19 countries between 
1981 and 2014

Group

Absolute changes in ml/kg/min (95% cI) Per cent changes (95% cI)

Pre-2000 Post-2000 Pre-2000 Post-2000

Poland −7.6 (−8.1 to 7.1) −2.4 (−2.7 to 2.1) −17.8 (−18.9 to 16.7) −5.2 (−5.8 to 4.6)

Lithuania −5.0 (−5.2 to 4.8) −5.0 (−5.4 to –4.6) −11.2 (−11.7 to 10.7) −11.2 (−12.0 to 10.4)

South Africa −4.8 (−5.8 to 3.8) −1.5 (−2.2 to 0.8) −10.9 (−13.2 to 8.6) −3.6 (−5.2 to 2.0)

Portugal −3.7 (−4.7 to 2.7) −0.8 (−1.1 to 0.5) −8.0 (−10.0 to 6.0) −1.7 (−2.4 to 1.0)

Australia −3.5 (−3.9 to 3.1) −0.4 (−0.7 to 0.1) −7.9 (−8.8 to 7.0) −0.9 (−1.6 to 0.2)

Seychelles −3.1 (−3.2 to 3.0) −3.1 (−3.3 to 2.9) −7.3 (−7.6 to 7.0) −7.3 (−7.7 to 6.9)

France −2.6 (−2.9 to 2.3) −3.4 (−3.5 to 3.3) −5.4 (−6.1 to 4.7) −7.9 (−8.2 to 7.6)

Canada −2.2 (−2.4 to 2.0) 0.4 (0.2 to 0.6) −4.8 (−5.2 to 4.4) 0.9 (0.6 to  1.2)

Hungary −1.7 (−1.9 to 1.5) −1.7 (−1.9 to 1.5) −4.4 (−5.0 to 3.8) −4.1 (−4.7 to 3.5)

Greece −1.2 (−1.4 to 1.0) 0.1 (−0.1 to 0.3) −3.0 (−3.5 to 2.5) 0.1 (−0.3 to 0.5)

Belgium −1.1 (−1.4 to 0.8) 2.0 (1.5 to 2.5) −2.5 (−3.1 to 1.9) 4.2 (3.0 to  5.4)

Spain −1.1 (−1.3 to 0.9) −0.3 (−0.5 to 0.1) −2.7 (−3.1 to 2.3) −0.7 (−1.1 to 0.3)

Italy −0.7 (−0.9 to 0.5) −0.6 (−1.0 to 0.2) −1.7 (−2.3 to 1.1) −1.8 (−3.1 to 0.5)

The Netherlands −0.7 (−0.9 to 0.5) −0.5 (−0.8 to 0.2) −1.7 (−2.2 to 1.2) −1.1 (−1.9 to 0.3)

Estonia −0.2 (−0.4 to  0.0) −0.2 (−0.5 to 0.1) −0.3 (−0.6 to  0.0) −0.4 (−1.0 to  0.2)

UK 0.2 (0.0 to  0.4) −2.4 (−2.6 to 2.2) 0.5 (0.0 to 1.0) −5.2 (−5.6 to 4.8)

USA 0.3 (−0.4 to  1.0) −1.1 (−1.4 to 0.8) 0.8 (−0.9 to  2.5) −2.6 (−3.2 to 2.0)

Brazil 0.7 (−0.3 to 1.7) 1.3 (0.8 to 1.8) 1.3 (−1.0 to  3.6) 3.4 (2.1 to 4.7)

Japan 1.9 (1.6 to 2.2) 1.4 (1.3 to 1.5) 3.8 (3.3 to  4.3) 2.8 (2.7 to 2.9)

Boys −1.9 (−2.0 to 1.8) −0.6 (−0.7 to 0.5) −4.2 (−4.5 to 3.9) −1.4 (−1.7 to 1.1)

Girls −1.2 (−1.3 to 1.1) −0.3 (−0.4 to 0.2) −3.0 (−3.3 to 2.7) −0.6 (−0.9 to 0.3)

Children
(aged 9–12 years)

−1.6 (−1.7 to 1.5) −0.7 (−0.8 to 0.6) −3.5 (−3.8 to 3.2) −1.7 (−1.9 to 1.4)

Adolescents
(aged 13–17 years)

−1.6 (−1.7 to 1.5) −0.1 (−0.2 to 0.0) −3.8 (−4.1 to 3.5) −0.3 (−0.5 to –0.1)

All −1.6 (−1.7 to 1.5) −0.4 (−0.5 to –0.3) −3.6 (−3.8 to 3.4) −0.9 (−1.1 to –0.7)

 Note: positive changes in means indicate increases in mean CRF and negative values indicate declines.
CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.
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temporal differences in crF between sexes
It is not clear why declines in CRF were larger for boys than for 
girls across the full sample. Olds41 indicated that increases in 
percentage body fat were larger for boys (1.0% per decade) than 
for girls (0.7% per decade) in 30 high-income countries between 
1952 and 2003. Cross-sectionally, the negative relationship 
between fatness (sum of skinfolds) and CRF (20mSRT perfor-
mance) is stronger for boys than for girls,39 suggesting that any 
given increase in fatness will result in a greater decline in boys’ 
CRF. The temporal difference in CRF between sexes may also be 
a result of a temporal difference in physical activity participation 
between sexes, which is apparent in elite sport. For example, 
the 2012 Olympic Games marked the first time a female athlete 
was part of every competing country’s delegation, with females 
comprising 44% of all athletes, increasing from 23% in 1984 
and 11% in 1960.57 Although this highlights the diminishing 
gender gap in elite sport, it may reflect that sport participation 
for girls of all ages has increased internationally. Perhaps the 
recent promotion of gender equality policies and programmes58 
has helped narrow the gender gap in CRF through sport partic-
ipation and other physical activity areas. Sex-related differences 
in motivation levels may also be involved.

It is also possible that the sex-related temporal differences in 
CRF were the result of our use of the Léger18 prediction equation. 

To examine this, we recalculated trends in CRF using 20mSRT 
performances (ie, speed (km/hour) at the last completed stage) 
and estimated 

.
VO2peak values from four additional prediction 

equations59–61 for individuals aged 12–14 years (the common 
ages across which all equations were validated) from a single 
country (Japan, because descriptive data were available for all 
predictor variables across all time points (annually from 1998 
to 2014)). There were similar time-related changes (indicating 
improvements of similar magnitude in Japanese children as 
shown in figure 3) and similar (negligible) sex-related differences 
in trends when calculated using speed values (0.4% per decade), 
estimated 

.
VO2peak values from the Léger equation (0.3% per 

decade) and estimated 
.
VO2peak values from the four additional 

equations (range: 0.1%–0.3% per decade). It is therefore 
unlikely that our trends are an artefact of expressing CRF as 

.
V

O2peak estimated by the Léger equation.

strenGths And lIMItAtIOns
Using a systematic search and analytical strategy, this study 
reviewed data from 137 studies on 965 264 children and adoles-
cents from 19 countries to estimate international and national 
temporal trends in CRF. Although not the first study examining 

Figure 3 National temporal trends in mean CRF (mL/kg/min) between 1981 and 2014. Note: data were standardised to the year 2000=0 mL/kg/
min, with positive values indicating better CRF and negative values poorer CRF; the solid lines represent the national changes in mean CRF, and the 
shaded areas represent the 95% CIs, with upwards sloping lines indicating increases over time and downwards sloping lines indicating declines; mean 
(95% CI) absolute changes (per decade) are shown at the top of each panel. CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.
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international trends in CRF, it does update previous comprehen-
sive studies16 17 by: (1) extending the end of the temporal picture 
from 2003 to 2014, providing the current best available estimate 
of temporal trends in CRF; (2) reporting absolute, per cent and 
standardised trends for a single validated measure; (3) reporting 
trends in 

.
VO2peak, which reflect underlying trends in the energetic 

cost of exercise; (4) describing trends using weighted regression 
and a poststratification population weighting procedure; and 
(5) reporting the temporal trend associations between CRF and 
broad socioeconomic/health-related indicators. Furthermore, a 
sensitivity analysis showed that the removal of countries with 
very large sample sizes (Greece, Japan and USA) had a negli-
gible effect (ES <0.2) on the collective trends in CRF, providing 
further support that our calculations were not biased by the 
inclusion of these countries.

There are however several limitations. First, the reported 
trends are representative of high-income and upper middle-in-
come countries, and it is not known whether similar trends exist 

for low-income countries that may be experiencing a physical 
activity transition.48 Second, this study pooled data from studies 
that used different sampling methods (probability and non-prob-
ability sampling) and sampling frames (national, state/provincial, 
and community levels), which raises the issue of representa-
tiveness. However, because trends in population-represen-
tative samples could not always be estimated, trend estimates 
across state/provincial and community samples of children were 
included because they were considered to provide meaningful 
insight into country-specific trends. Third, differences in testing 
conditions (eg, climate, altitude, practice and running surfaces) 
and measurement errors (eg, methodological drift and diurnal 
variation) might have occurred, although the large number of 
included data points should have minimised these methodolog-
ical issues. Future studies should follow the recommendations 
of Tomkinson et al24 to improve consistency in the reporting of 
20mSRT results across studies to assist future data pooling and 
the update of international and national temporal trends. Fourth, 

Figure 4 The relationship between linear temporal trends in CRF (% change) and linear temporal trends in income inequality (Gini index) between 
2000 and 2014. Note: positive changes in CRF indicate increases in mean CRF and negative changes indicate declines in mean CRF. Positive changes 
in Gini index indicate trends towards perfect inequality and negative changes indicate trends towards perfect equality. The solid diagonal line 
represents the regression line. CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.

table 4 Pearson’s correlation coefficients (95% CI) between linear temporal trends in CRF and linear temporal trends in socioeconomic and 
health-related indicators

Indicator Pre–2000 Post-2000 1981–2014

Overweight/obesity (%) 0.32 (−0.16 to 0.68) −0.05 (−0.49 to 0.41) 0.24 (−0.24 to 0.63)

Physical activity (%) 0.23 (−0.25 to 0.62)

Gini index −0.51 (−0.78 to –0.07)

CRF, cardiorespiratory fitness.
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international and national temporal trends were estimated from 
available country–sex–age–specific trend data, and therefore 
may not be representative of all country–sex–age groups or all 
measurement years. Fifth, while 

.
VO2peak was estimated using a 

prediction equation validated on individuals aged 8–19 years,18 
it is not clear whether it was validated across a range of CRF 
values similar to those estimated from the studies included in this 
review. Sixth, temporal trends in CRF will be affected by concur-
rent trends in biological maturation,62 which generally favour 
children of the same chronological age in more recent years and 
may underestimate the true temporal declines.16

cOnclusIOn
This study indicates that there has been a substantial decline in 
CRF in high-income and upper middle-income countries since 
1981, which has slowed and stabilised internationally since 
2000. While declines in CRF have typically been observed at the 
national level, variability exists in both the rate and the pattern 
of change across countries, with countries approaching income 
equality demonstrating more favourable trends in CRF. Larger 
declines in CRF were observed for boys than for girls, and 
while it is not entirely clear why, sex-related temporal differ-
ences in physical activity participation may be involved. This 
study highlights a gap in CRF trend data for low-income and 
middle-income countries, underscoring the need to improve the 
international monitoring of CRF across populations because 
temporal declines are indicative of declines in population health. 
To most accurately track trends in child and adolescent health, 
it is recommended that large-scale, harmonised national health 
and fitness surveys be regularly conducted, especially among 
low-income and middle-income countries.

What are the findings?

 ► This study estimated that there has been a moderate 
international decline in cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) 
between 1981 and 2000, which has slowed and stabilised 
with negligible change since 2000.

 ► This study estimated that the decline in CRF was generally 
larger for boys than for girls and similar for children and 
adolescents. Trends in CRF also differed in magnitude and 
direction between countries, with most showing declines.

 ► This study indicated that countries approaching income 
equality (ie, a reduction in the population spread of income) 
have experienced more favourable trends in CRF (ie, 
improvements or small declines).

how might it impact on clinical practice in the future?

Temporal trends in the CRF of children and adolescents should 
provide meaningful insight into trends in population health, 
highlighting the need to improve the national, regional and 
international surveillance of CRF.
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